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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Gk>od health and good sense are
two of life’s greatest blessings
Publius Syrus
A. The Problem and its Significance
The maintenance of good health has been a problem of man
since his beginning. The span of life has been increased by
his acq.uired Imowledge of the better selection and preparation
of foods, by his knowledge of hygienic habits, and by modern
scientific medical discoveries and gadgets which make for ease
of living. Paradoxically, war itself with its killing and
maiming of man also gives impetus to a desire for better
health. World War II demanded that the high schools of the
country revise, improve, and integrate their health and
physical education program to give the young men and women of
the United States greater power than the enemy’s to win the
war. In both the draft and voluntary enlistments thousands
of young Americans were found physically unfit. This lack of
good health and well-trained physique went way back in the
majority of cases to childhood. In rural and poor communities
children have grown up without proper medical attention to
their teeth, childhood diseases and resultant ill after-
effects. Many have lacked schooling or enough training to
acquaint them with modern methods of hygiene in the home,
proper preparation of balanced meals and lack of both funds
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and facilities to receive proper health guidance. It is this
ignorance of generation after generation which produces these
disastrous results in human wrecks.
This shocking realization awoke the whole country to the
fact that something must be done quickly to improve the
health and physical condition of its young people. The result
was the Physical Fitness Through Health Education Program
prepared by a committee appointed by the United States Com-
missioner of Education with the collaboration of the United
States Army, the United States Navy„ the United States Public
1
Health Service, and the Children’s Bureau which places the
responsibility for the health of the youth squarely on the
shoulders of secondary schools and colleges.
”Today a basic responsibility of secondary
schools and of health and medical agencies is to
make the greatest number of pupils physically fit
to carry on as members of the armed forces or as
efficient workers. So^d health is a foundation
for physical fitness.
The emergency nature of this work made time an essential
factor. New curricula were written in health education. With
new curricula often come new enthusiasm on the part of teacher
and pupil. The teacher searches for new methods of presenta-
tion and attempts to supplement the course of study at her
disposal. The fact that few curricula are complete in
Physical Fitness through Health Education for the
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themselves, is apparent. The program outlined by the United
States Commissioner of Health Education explained it thus;
The manual, . .contains curriculum material
for teachers and suggestions for administrative
action required to implement a program of health
education. The manual is intended to be sug-
gestive only and not prescriptive. It is designed
as a helpful guide for teachers of health and as
a source of ideas on health instruction.’*^
The Boston Public Schools, following the leadership
of the nation, set up a new course of study in Health Educa-
tion to help develop physical fitness among its high school
students through health education. To supplement this course
and to meet the changing character of society and the con-
tinuous evolution of educational objectives the writer hit
upon the free-writing technique in presenting the course to '
classes of high school girls. While the writer appreciates
the fact that the course of study must be conscientiously
adhered to, it can become more alive, personal, and meaning-
ful if the pupil can be encouraged to express her own indivi-
dual health problems in order to get guidance and help in
their solution. Thus, the teacher of health hopes to promote
healthful living by an understanding of the problems of
each student. By making it more personal, the teacher hopes
to make it more purposeful.
Entering high school is a new and thrilling adventure.
^Physical Fitness through Health Education for the
Victory Corps Series, Pamphlet Number 3, P* 5*
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It may be made a very rich and enjoyable experience if one
has good health, and a teacher genuinely interested in help-
ing the pupil solve the problems of living that are making
for maladjustment and unhappiness will find the free-writing
technique a tremendous help and inspiration. The pupil in
the health education class can be encouraged to write freely
of his own personal problems, so that the teacher will be
able to help solve them. Some of these problems will be of
general nature and can be discussed in class; others of a
more personal nature can be treated in private conferences.
This free-writing will bring to light any omissions in the
Course of Study, and is the particular technique used by the
writer to help make the course of study in health function
to the greatest advantage.
B. The Setting for the Study
For a number of years in the Boston Public Schools a
course in Hygiene has been a diploma requirement in senior
high schools. This course required one period of Hygiene a
week for one school year. It was usually taken in Grade X
if it had not already been completed in Grade IX, of Junior
High School. Since there are approximately only forty school
weeks it is plain that little could be accomplished in forty
minutes. A smattering of anatomy, physiology, and hygiene was
introduced to the pupil. Since the instructor was primarily
concerned with covering the vast amount of material in a
limited time she used the lecture method. Educators are
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agreed that this is not a good method to use in high school,
especially in the freshman year. The pupils become passive
and disinterested. There was little or no time for the
proper development of health habits and ideals. The course
granted one-half point toward a diploma requirement of 105
points. Humanly, the high school students have the same
value to the course as its weight in points received for its
completion.
With the coming of World War II and its stress on phy-
sical fitness through health education, the Boston Schools
inaugurated a new course of health in the senior high schools.
For senior high school girls two periods a week in Grades X,
XI, and XII were required. Thus the time devoted to health
education was increased from one period a week for one year
to two periods a week for three years, or from forty school
hours to two hundred and forty school hours. The material
has been changed, revised, and supplemented to meet the
changes that society has made in the last few decades. In
order to put the course into immediate operation, a re-train-
ing course in health education was offered by the Superin-
tendent. On the completion of the course the Board of
Examiners held examinations for certifying the teachers who
were qualified.
C. Factors Determining the Content of the Health Program
In general, the six important factors selected by the
United States Commissioner of Education were as follows:
,
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These general objectives of the program of physical fitness
through health education are:
1. Correction of remedial defects
2. Prevention and control of disease
3. Better nutrition
4. Prevention of accidents
5. Efficient daily routines
6. Sound mental attitudes
One unit in the Health Education program of the Boston
Public Schools reads as follows:
”The purpose of this unit is to acquaint
the child with the aims and objectives, activi-
ties and procedures of the school health pro-
gram and with the co-operative responsibility
of child, home, school, and community in the
promotion of a constructive program of healthful
living.
‘Health Education is the sum of
experiences which favorably influence habits,
attitudes, and knowledge relating to individual,
community, and racial health.*
Probably no phase of the school curriculum
offers greater possibilities in the development
of the whole child than adequate, well co-
ordinated, well-directed, and appropriately
adapted health education. The learning experi-
ences within the school, at home, and elsewhere
in the community*
The promotion of healthful living, based
upon an understanding and appreciation of the
importance, influences, and interrelation of
physical, mental, and emotional health, is the
major objective.**^
^Board of Superintendents* Circular No. 4, 1945-1946:
Health Education.
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D. Utilization of the Free~writlng Technique in the
Study of Pupil Problem
In an effort to make the work more personal and pur-
poseful, the writer encouraged her pupils to write freely
their problems. They were encouraged to write not only of
vital problems but of any factors that made for unhappiness,
dissatisfaction, and discouragement in their lives. These
papers were read and analyzed. If the problem was one of
a general nature, such as having difficulty with high school
subjects, the teacher took class time to help the pupil learn
how to study and how to budget her time to best advantage.
If the problem was one of a peculiarly individual nature,
a conference was arranged to meet the student privately for a
personal interview. The health teacher had at her disposal
all pertinent information about the pupil—health card, school
records, etc. She had the co-operation of the school doctor,
the school nurse, the homeroom teacher, the vocational
guidance instructor and all those cjoming in contact with the
pupil. With the Course of Study in Health, and the analysis
of these problems of high school girls, the writer was able
to make her classes in health more vital, alive and
interesting.
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HEALTH AND RELATED PROBLEMS AS REPORTED BY
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS
TJao we may not be able in all cases to
train intellectually sound minds, we can
train bodies which shall be fit dwelling
places for noble thoughts and aspirations.
Jean L. Gowdy
A. Relationship of Pupils* Problems to
the Course Content
1. Need for analyzing youth concerns about health
Although teachers in health education have long recog-
nized the need for guidance in the field of young people in
their classes, they have had generally only a hazy idea as to
how they should proceed in giving to the individual the atten-
tion that he needs. How was the teacher to determine the
individual needs of her students? This uncertainty as to
procedure has resulted in a gap between the instruction given
)
to satisfy the general needs of the group, or class, and the
counseling needed to care for the specific problems of the
individual.
While the teacher of health, in other words, has been
faced with evidence of health deficiencies and lack of
necessary knowledge of the individual health problems of her
students, she has not known exactly how to reach the indivi-
dual, to become familiar with those needs. Without this
intimate knowledge, personalized health instruction is, of
course, impossible.
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The schools of the nation, with their millions of youth,
were called upon during the World War recently ended, to join
in the movement for good health. The high schools in parti-
cular, with their reserves of potential soldiers and citizens,
were expected to do their part in building strong minds in
strong bodies. If the need of an adequate, health education
program was great for the schools of America in time of war,
then surely that need, in a stricken, war-weary world and the
lasting peace we hope to win, has become a trumpet-call.
Yet any general treatment of the health-education of
high school girls would obviously be inefficient. The teacher
must focus her efforts upon the individual needs of the stu-
dents. To accomplish this, of course, she has had this dif-
ficulty, already stated, of becoming familiar with those needs.
2. Analysis of health-needs of students by group-reporting
Numerous questions and problems arise, throughout any
health course, which have no bearing on the particular lesson
at hand, or which, if discussed at the moment they are pro-
pounded, would consume more time than the teacher can give
them and so cause divergencies in the well-outlined course.
Many students, moreover, are too shy to reveal personal
problems in class. The writer, for these reasons, asked her
Boston High School students to write their problems and
questions, from time to time, in the back of their notebooks.
When the year’s work was reasonably completed, the students
were asked to write out the various problems they had noted.
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and pass them in. Identification of papers was optional, of
course. During the spring vacation, the writer studied and
classified these reports. When school re-opened after the
recess, the problems raised by the students* own reports were
the subjects of class discussions. This method of learning
the individual needs of the students in health education
may be called the free-writing technique .
To illustrate the value of this system, the v/riter has
analyzed reports received from 494 high school girls in the
Boston High School, in grades X, XI, and XII. For convenience
in studying the material, the reports are here classified in
eight tables.
Table I analyzes the eight areas into which these high
school girls* problems fall:
Table 1. Group Problems from Free-Writing
Problems Grades X XI XII All Grades
^
1. Health Problems 78 46 204 '
2. Social Adjustments .25 43 27 95
1
3. School Problems .56 18 14 88
4. Psychological Problems .
.
.38 24 21 83
5. Personal Appearance 28 17 66
1
6. Medical Attention . 6 3 0 9
7. Home and Family . 3 2 1 6 i
8. Future Problems
-Jfc 10
Totals 230 201 130 561
.. . . 1
3. Limitations in Data
'!
Too much weight, of course, should not be placed upon a
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upon a lack of reports of student problems. Thus, under
psychological problems, some sixty-seven girls, in all grades
studied, reported ”no worries"; the reports listed in Table I
would seem to indicate that the greatest number of health
problems arise in the sophomore year—an erroneous assumption, ^
as will be shown; and the misleadingly small number of replies
.
as to home and family problems.
The reason for the unreasonably large number of "no
worry" answers, as shown in the discussion of Psychological
Problems, becomes clear when it is known that the problems
in all our tables were presented by four different teachers.
Of these four, two were inexperienced substitutes who proba-
bly had no firm grasp on the subject themselves. Sixty-seven
girls reported "no worries", then, because they did not under-
stand the presentation of the subject. This fact is borne out
by the writer’s experience in all her classes. After she had
elaborated on what "having no worries" really means, she found
the girls replying that they had not understood the true
meaning of the phrase*
Again, Table I at first glance would seem to indicate,
as stated above, that the greatest proportion of individual
health problems arise in the sophomore year. Yet the figures
are no sure guide to the facts: for in the school where this
study was made, the sophomore class is the largest and the
attendance decreases until the senior class becomes the
smallest.
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The danger of drawing false inferences from these reports
is again made clear when one considers the answers to the
Home and Family Problems. These would undoubtedly exceed all
other problems in number, were we able to learn the actual
facts from the children. Such matters, however, are very per-
sonal. The average child is reluctant even to mention them,
let alone discuss them with an outsider. For this reason,
though reports of "home and family" problems are very few,
they constitute in fact a major problem for the school.
Only the eight main areas in which the students evinced
the greatest interest (with the exceptions mentioned above)
are listed here. Numerous isolated problems, however, do
occur, which might fall into one of these main groups remotely,
but which time and space do not permit to be included.
B. Classification of Responses
1. Analysis of major problem areas
The eight problems listed in Table I include the typical,
teen-age problems. This period of adolescence is an extremely
important cycle in the student’s life, for at this time al-
most anything can occur. The body is passing through vital
physical and mental changes, which affect the individual boys
and girls in different ways depending upon heredity, physical
condition, home and financial conditions, and social conduct.
Health problems :—A study, for instance of Health Problems
as revealed in the free-writing replies (shown in Table II),
reveal that nearly sixty-four per cent of the 20A problems
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reported concern problems of skin, height and weight, hair,
and nail-biting; and nearly one-third of these problems
concern the skin.
^ Skin-problems are the most troublesome in the sophomore
year, or tenth grade, and gradually fall off to the senior
year. Problems of height and weight, second only to those
which consrn the skin, constitute in this sophomore year
nearly ten per cent of the total problems reported; but by
the senior year they have fallen sharply off to only one-
fortieth of the total problems reported.
Next to the skin, and matters of height and weight, the
problem concerning the hair received the largest number of
replies; but there is a sharp reduction in the numbers of
such problems from items one and two of Table II. The hair
problems, moreover, decrease by the same gradation from sopho-
more to senior year. Nail-biting, on the other hand, in-
creases in the junior year and drops to a single case in the
senior.
The fact that skin problems decrease from twenty-three
in the sophomore year to seventeen in the senior, warrants
the deduction that the instruction given in the course pro-
duced good results. It may well be asked why skin problems
should be so prevalent during these years.
I The causes, of course, are many, including: poor diet,
poor sleeping habits, poor quality of blood, experiments with
cosmetics, poor teeth, over study, and possibly eye-strain.
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Again, we find lack of information and general neglect of
hygiene and the rules of right living. Another important fac-
tor is the maturing of the child, with all the attendant dif-
ficulties that naturally affect other parts of the body. The
prevalence of skin problems, then, is no cause for alarm,
because the condition is a normal reaction at this time of
life.
Occasionally, however, a free-writing report reveals
some more serious condition, as in the case of one girl who
writes:
"At the present time my health is bothering
me because my skin is quite pale and my cheeks
never get red, and it looks like I am sick all
the time.”
The child is probably suffering from secondary anemia.
In the same way and almost to the same degree these girls
were concerned with problems of the hair. Since it is normal
for a high-school girl to want to be attractive and good-
looking, and since woman’s hair is her "crowning glory", con-
ditions causing dandruff, poor texture, and poor growth must
be given major consideration. As soon as the pupil learns how
to deal with such a condition as a dry or oily condition of
the hair, she acquires the habit of securing proper results.
Fifth in importance on this list of problems is eye-
trouble; evidently a fairly common cause for worry. Many
students suffer for a long period from eye-strain that becomes
rather bad before they are aware of it. The number of oases
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of defective eyes increases until tiie annual check and sub-
sequent notification of faulty vision at last gains the atten-
tion of the student and the co-operation of the home. Con-
tinued eye-strain leads to a carrying of the head forward, in
sitting and walking, and the resultant poor posture and to
poor results in study. Occasionally, it becomes sufficiently
severe to cause nerve trouble.
Good posture is so fundamental, that its importance can
hardly be overstressed. Habitually good standing and sitting
postures assure sufficient room in the body-cavities for the
proper functioning of the organs. To maintain good posture
requires strong, healthy muscles. These can be kept in good
condition only by frequent toning up with proper exercise.
Overfatigue is named as a problem by eight students.
Most young people like to sit up late or be out late, even
when almost dropping from fatigue. Besides their daily home
and school routines, most children today earn money by working
in spare time. This employment disrupts their normal study
hours and forces them to study late under poor conditions. To
make the bad situation worse, they feel they are missing some
of the good things of life unless they have two or three
evenings a week of social life, which at their age is
strenuous. One complaint is typical:
”I haven’t time for my lessons. I go to
school, begin work at 3:00 and get home at
7:00 P. M. ; after eating, I do my piano lessons
until around 10:00 P. M.”
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The great advantage of beautiful teeth is brought to the
attention of the students in glowing terms by radio speakers.
Despite this constant reminder, however, incessant prodding
is necessary to induce them to maintain good mouth hygiene.
"This is my only problem," one girl writes.
"I brush my teeth three times a day and I also
eat hard foods, but still my teeth are decaying
and have cavities. Does bad teeth run in some
families? What can be done about this? What
causes teeth to decay?"
Despite the fact that only one girl names the common cold
as her chief problem, this ailment should be considered as
public enemy number one. Because the cold is so common, it is
frequently disregarded and becomes all the more dangerous as
breeder and forerunner of more serious diseases. Neglect of
this enemy should be properly emphasized, and all its at-
tendant dangers made clear.
Smoking drew only three reports. Definitely in the teen
years an injurious habit, smoking has no redeeming features to
recommend it. Its harmful effects upon the growing child
should be thoroughly described and discussed.
Clearly, this study of the replies listed in Table II
indicates that the entire group always returns to that basic
subject, hygiene, lack of knowledge of which lies at the root
of all these problems. It is increasingly essential that
more people be informed and trained to live by applying to
their lives the knowledge and basic rules of every-day
hygiene.
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Table 2. Free-Writing—Health Problems
Health Problems Grade X XI XII All Grades
1, Skin,. 23 22 17 52
2. Height and Weight, 17 5 42
3. Hair 7 5 3 15
4. Nail-biting 6 1 11
5, Eyes 3 4 2 9
6. Nerves 3 1 9
7. Energy—tired 3 3 2 8
8. Nails 5 1 7
9. Posture 3 3 1 7
10. Aches and Pains... 1 3 6
11, Hygiene 0 4 5
12. Sleep 2 1 5
13. Figure 1 1 4
14, Appetite 2 1 3
15. Smoking 1 1 3
l6. Teeth 1 0 2
17* Speech 1 1 2
18. Hearing 1 0 2
19 . Drinking 0 1 1
20. Colds
_0 _0 1
Totals 80 78 46 204
Social Adjustment Problems:—It is significant that t be reports
classified in Table III, under this heading, should stress eti-
quette, manners, and dress at the head of the children’s diffi-
culties; and after these important problems, first, boy-and-girJ
relationships, and second, teacher-pupil relationships.
The girls in Grade X are Just becoming conscious of their
problems, and recognition of them is as yet far from complete.
They do not place much stress upon them or make much detailed
inquiry. When Grade XI is reached, however, the problems of
etiquette, manners, and dress become all-important topics of
conversation and thought. Many very personal, specific, and
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detailed inquiries were made regarding these matters in the
free-writing reports under discussion. The need for help
and guidance here is acute.
As an introduction to the new subject, it is wise to as-
sign chapters in the textbook, "Your Health and Safety", by
Jessie Williams Clemensen and William Ralph LaPorte, which
gives the pupils a basis for class discussion. Short assign-
ments are given and discussed that each girl may have ample
opportunity to enlarge on each topic. The teacher, from her
own experience, will naturally enrich the book information to
give it reality, and will also make use of such educational
materials as charts, posters, and pamphlets furnished by
various pharmaceutical, food, insurance, federal and state
health departments.
Excellent posters may be secured to illustrate the proper
and suitable costume for teen-age school wear
,
and non-school
and business dress. Budgeting of the allowance is here cor-
related with practical lessons in selecting clothes for the
occasions of teen-age life. The students should be encour-
aged to bring to class material bearing upon etiquette and
correct appearance. The teacher would do well to familiarize
the girls with Emily Post*s "Etiquette", Elinor Williams'
"Tips for Teens", and an excellent little book entitled
"Behave Yourself", by Betty Allen and Mitchell Pirie Briggs.
Boy-and-girl relationships are a real problem in high
school, when, as is usually the situation, the school is
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co-eduoational. This is the age when one expects the young
people to become conscious of, and interested in each other.
Volumes have been written by experts upon the subject, which
can be touched on only briefly here. The average boy and girl
get along normally with each other, having grown up and passed
through the grade schools together.
Many children are members of large families containing
numerous brothers and sisters--a fact which considerably eases
the situation. The only ones who meet with difficulty are the
abnormally shy, an only child, a child with some physical
defect (as one that is obese, extremely thin, too tall, or
too short), an anti-social child, and children who may possess
other oddities.
Many children, too, come from strict homes where they are
forbidden to fraternize with classmates of the opposite sex;
but in general the boys and girls have friendly relations. It
is unfortunate that we do not have more mixed social functions.
In a large city system, this is always an acute problem.
These grades mark the time in the girls* lives for
"puppy love". Some of the situations would be genuinely
funny if they were not, to themselves, so serious. The average
child has a clean mind. Unfortunately, there is always a
sprinkling of children with evil, unclean minds who, if not
apprehended, can do much harm among the more innocent and
clean ones. It is to be regretted that movies for young
people are not more closely supervised, and that so many
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parents permit their children to witness pictures with no
thought of their fitness for young, impressionable minds.
Most children form their opinions of life by moving-
picture standards. Good or bad lessons of life can be taught
in a single afternoon at the "movies." Parents should also
be more discriminating as to the radio programs which they
permit their children to hear. All good teaching can be un-
done in one short program. There is certainly much work ahead
to clean up the "movies" and radio programs for our children.
Also, something should be done about our big topic of the day,
sex education.
In the field of books there is not so much difficulty
because of more stringent laws of what is allowable in print.
Yet, it is almost impossible to censor everything, and much
gets by that should be omitted. A grave responsibility lies
upon the English Departments to motivate students to enjoy
good books suitable to their ages and interests.
Teacher-child relationships, the third problem on
Table III, is extremely important to the child’s future.
Favorable or unfavorable relations can change the entire
course of a child’s life. To create a favorable relationship
is true guidance. If a child has had the misfortune to have
had unpleasant relations with a teacher early in school life,
that child sometimes develops a complex against teachers in
general and imagines that he cannot get along with any
teacher. In this way, the pupil becomes conditioned against
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both teachers and school. Kindness and friendly relations,
on the other hand, make school life happier and build a firm
framework for adult success. This whole problem may be
answered by proper child-guidance from the earliest years.
Parent-child relationships, constituting the fourth
problem, are of equal importance with those of teacher and
pupil, and all that has been said of the former relationships
applies again with equal force. In the early stages of school
ing, therefore, co-operation between home and school for the
good of the child is vital. The creation of an understanding
of parents and of teachers can do much toward the child’s
correct development. Great damage can be done, on the other
hand, when there exists any lack of intelligent handling and
direction of the child.
Recreational activities, the fifth problem in number of
replies received from this high-school group, are severely
hampered in some schools because so many children are gain-
fully employed after school. The public in recent years has
taken a greater and greater interest in recreation, and has
provided municipal facilities and fine clubs. Yet many
children cannot take advantage of these opportunities, be-
cause of need of their financial help at home. The fact that
they are so deprived of the usual recreation and play of youth
has a direct bearing upon their lives.
Boys and girls who must work after school mature more
rapidly and reveal their loss of recreation in both physical
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and mental development. Over a period of years, many sub-
jects have been added to the secondary school curriculum; but
no additional time has been allotted for them with the result
that important social and recreational activities have been
crowded out.
During the period of adolescence, the co-educational
school should have many properly conducted and supervised
school activities. These promote ease of relationships be-
tween boys and girls, develop fine friendships, afford out-
lets for the emotions, and in general stimulate good school
spirit. When such activities are curtailed, there exists a
great void in this period of education. The social relation-
ships are quite as important as educational and vocational
training.
Closely related to these social adjustment problems,
classified in Table III which follows, are the school problems
of this same group of girls tabulated in Table IV.
Table 3. Free-V7riting—Social Adjustment Problems
Social' Adjustment Problems Grade X "xT“ Xll All Grades
1. Etiquette, Manners, Dress
. 5 17 13 35
2. Boy-Girl Relationships . 6 15 7 28
3. Teacher-Pupil Relationships 3 2 11
Parent-Child Relationships
. 3 1 2 6
5. Recreation . 0 k 2 6
6. Friendships . 2 2 1 5
7. Sibling Relationships •-2 _1 Jt
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School Problems :—Many of the social adjustment problems, as
indicated in Table III, have a direct bearing upon the pupils*
work in high school. The replies to the ten problems listed
in Table IV reveal how closely related to one another all these
problems are.
Numerous reports reveal worry over one or more subjects
which the girls find difficult. These reports ask for guidance
in correcting errors and eliminating fears. It is clear that
the average teacher in making up programs does not give suf-
ficient attention to individual needs. Consequently many
children find themselves taking subjects either too difficult
and beyond their mental capacities, or of no interest to them.
Such a situation produces worry of failure and indirectly
has a detrimental influence upon the general course of the
girls concerned. Some teachers, furthermore, are unreasonable
in giving home assignments, and demand time for their parti-
cular subject which it would be impossible for the average
child to give to any one course. Each teacher is inclined to
consider her own subject the most important and so require too
much outside work. The result is that the child with an
average or below-average I. Q. falls far behind—a discourag-
ing condition which commonly leads to failure or damage to
personality.
Many students, as already reported, have to go home to
prepare meals, take care of younger children, help with the
evening meal, wash, iron, and do numerous other chores, before
r-
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they can sit down to study. By this time, tlie child is weary
and cannot possibly do his best work. When the assignments are
unreasonably long, the task becomes impossible.
A teen-age child is obviously no master of concentration.
Concentration, indeed, is difficult enough during the high-
school years even in the atmosphere of study in the quiet of
a classroom or library. Yet many girls sit down, at last, in
the evening where the family gathers around the kitchen table,
some reading, some listening to the radio, some perhaps
chatting vivaciously. Poor lighting conditions are all too
common. Under such conditions, the average adult would find
concentration difficult or even impossible. Why expect the
child, then, to accomplish it?
Again, most children go to bed late and get up early.
No wonder they are always tired, and lack the ”pep” and "zip*^
to be expected of them in the active teen yearsl It becomes
obvious why the numerous cases of impaired general health,
strained eyesight, and taut nerves, and other ominous condi-
tions, are so prevalent in teen-age groups.
Illustrations from the student reports :—The free-writing
reports are solid bases for these assertions. A few of them
follow;
”I often wonder why I am so negligent when
it comes to homework and school. I like school
and all my teachers, but there are times when I
would like to give up and quit school. I know I
am not the only pupil who gets tired of school
and education. Is it because I am stupid and
don’t appreciate the wonderful benefits prepared
for me. or just plain lazy?”
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”When I study poetry, no matter how hard I
study I still cannot memorize it."
"I wish Miss X would give home lessons in
history in which we have to write out, because I
find it very hard to study without writing."
"Lately, I just can't stand school simply be-
cause I do not understand history and bookkeeping,
even though I do my home lessons. I guess I am
just not interested. I can read it and read it
and still I don't know what I have read."
"The only subject I dislike is geometry, and I
want to be a doctor. For some reason I cannot under-
stand it, and I always had A in mathematics before.
I like Latin, but I never get good marks in my
tests, and when I get up to receite I lost my
voice. I want to be a doctor, but none of my sub-
jects can help me to be one. This year, I had no
biology or chemistry. Is there any way that I
could have one of these subjects this year, or
will I have to wait until next year?"
"How can I get interested in bookkeeping? I
cannot seem to understand the teacher or the sub-
ject."
"I do not have enough time to eat my lunch.
I am on the third floor when lunch begins, and
when I get down there and wait in line for some-
thing to eat, I have very little time to finish
my lunch. We should have a little time to eat in
• a homeroom period."
"I don't think we have enough time for
lunch. By the time we get our lunch the bell is
about to ring and therefore we have to hurry our
food into our stomachs. I have seen girls con-
tinually throwing away parts of their lunch
which they were not able to finish."
Children become so nervous, at times, that they cannot
even recite in class. A teacher's attitude and general ap-
proach to her pupils sometimes makes for fear, because the
teacher is too demanding and has too little understanding.
Naturally, all these things affect the child's health.
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The child who is placed in a class too advanced for his
mentality is not interested, finds learning too difficult, and
drops by the wayside. The teacher »s explanations are too
often inadequate, or not clear. Other teachers show partiality
and call only on the ones whom they are sure can answer.
The children who are not called upon become discouraged. They
cannot Jceep up and sometimes acquire inferiority complexes and
other injuries to the personality.
!
These problems, as revealed in the free-writing reports,
I
show the urgent need for co-operation and guidance by every
teacher to whom the pupil recites. There is too much dupli-
|
cation and time-wasting in study programs, which should be
!
co-ordinated under the direction of the guidance counselor.
i
School organizers and program makers should consider all these
|
problems, when planning curricula.
Table 4. Free-Writing—School Problems
School Problems &rade X “"n
—
All Grades
1. Worry about School Sub-
jects
21 7 4 32
Homework 8 2 3 13
3. School Organization...
4« Addition to Course of
8 1 3 12
Study of Diseases... 8 2 1 11
5. Lunch 7 0 1 8
6. Recitations
7. Uninterested in School
3 1 1 5
Work 1 2 0 3
8. Difficulty in Learning 0 2 0 2
9. Eliminate Physiology.
.
0 1 0 1
10. Tardiness 0 0 1 1
mm^m “
Totals 56 18 14 88
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Psychologloal Problems:—^No fewer than sixty-seven girls in
all grades reported, under "psychological problems", that they
had no worries. Obviously, this rather contradictory result
arose because, as has been already stated in discussing the
limitations of our discussion, they did not understand just
what was meant by "having no worries."
Only two girls, for example, confessed to day-dreaming.
Yet the practice is certainly common enough; and many who
indulge in it must therefore be unaware of the practice. This
leads directly to the third problem, "How to Study."
Because the average child does not know how to concentrate
and apply herself to the business at hand, she falls naturally
enough into day-dreaming. Few students below the twelfth
grade have acquired good study habits. Such an acquisition, of
course, is a matter of training—and one sadly neglected, it
is to be feared, by teachers all along the line.
Either in the ninth or the tenth grade, depending upon
which is the first year in the senior high school, every class
should have a required course on "How to Study" and "How to Use
a Library." A diploma credit should be given for this course.
It should meet at least once a week, preferably in the library
where an experienced teacher or librarian would conduct practi-
cal demonstrations on the cataloging and the general set-up
of a library. Woven into the course would be the fundamentals
of "How to Study." Having acquired proper study methods by
direct demonstrations and practice, the student should from
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then on know how to get down to business ixnmediately upon
entering a class.
Another great fault of present-day students is their
constant talk about nothing. The habit is getting worse, and
should be broken by proper assignments and a knowledge of how
to study. English work trains memory; but up to this time,
there has not been enough of it. Training memory is a knack
which should be developed and emphasized early. Were some such
method adopted as advocated here, we would certainly see a
change for the better in academic subjects, and thereby lessen
materially the strain, tenseness, and worry, with a resultant
improvement in general health.
In any large heterogeneous group of students thei e are
certain to be deviations from the normal. Such deviations in-
clude the over-sensitive, self-conscious, timid, super-emo-
tional, highly tensed, over-aggressive, bold, loud, crude, and
similar tyi>es. Each affliction makes for a definite and
individual problem. Such children, unfortunately, have a direct
influence on the class and are difficult to deal with.
The causes of such conditions vary and spread into many
fields. The main cause, in every instance, is psychological.
When the sufferer is questioned, and some slight personal
history gained, the clever teacher can usually put her finger
on the root of the trouble and render the child a real
service, if correction of the proper kind is adhered to.
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differences.” Only recently, however, have such differences
been classified and correct practices and procedures developed
for their correction.
Highly nervous and emotional students brood unduly over
the loss of a parent. Others worry about dying. Some
experience great emotional upsets and disturbances after
see the movies. Still others work under a great strain in
acquiring some special skill when a teacher remains near them.
This is nerve-racking to the student and produces in him a
self-conscious disturbance which impairs his school life.
A few of the answers illustrating these conclusions
follow:
Illustrations from the student reports:
”My ears bother me a great deal. I don*t
mean that they discharge, but I don’t hear
properly. People have to repeat things before
I hear them at all. Sometimes this doesn’t
bother me, but most of the time I cannot hear
a thing. I have a very bad habit of letting
my mind wander. Is there anything I can do to
correct this?” (The italics are the writer’s).
”How can I get interested in bookkeeping?
I don’t seem to understand the teacher or the
subject.”
”I worry too much about mathematics. I
like that subject and always get good marks in
it, but this year I find plane geometry hard and
I don’t understand it very well."
”My school marks are worrying me, because I
cannot understand history.”
”I have trouble in reading, and after I
read I can never understand what I have read.
This condition happens in most of my classes."
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"Wlien I study poetry, no matter how hard I
study I still cannot memorize it.'^
”My only worry is my father, who is very
sick in the hospital*"
"How can one overcome a private sorrow or
misfortune which cannot he helped? My father
died last summer of tuberculosis and there are
times when I cannot help brooding. This is a
personal matter which I do not care to have the
other students know about."
"I become very nervous over the thought of
dying and I always think of it."
"When I am typing in class by myself, I get
along fine; but the minute the teacher comes
along, my fingers just go all over the keys and
I make a lot of mistakes. What can I do to over-
come this?"
The following Table classifies the students* free-writing
reports on their psychological problems:
Table Free-Writing—Psychological Problems
Psychological Problems Grade X XI XII All Grades
1. No worries 31 18 18 67
2. Day-dreaming 1 1 0 2
3. How to Study 0 2 0 2
4. Memory Training . 2 0 0 2
5. Over-sensitiveness 0 1 1 2
6. Self-consciousness 2 0 0 2
7. Self-control 2 0 0 2
8. Brooding over father’s death.. 0 0 1 1
9. Emotional disturbances—movies . 0 0 1 1
10. Teacher’s proximity—disturb-
ance in skill acquisition 0 1 0 1
11. Worry about dying 0_ _0
__1
Totals 38 24 21 83
Personal Appearance:—The general interest commanded by the
problem of Personal Appearance is an excellent sign in high
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school life. Not very long ago, the American girl had the
unenviable reputation of looking dowdy, sloppy, and poorly
groomed, because she wore such a hodge-podge of clothing and
accessories with no thought of color harmony or the blending
of accessories.
Probably no other single factor has done more to improve
the general appearance of the boys and girls of young America
than the movies. The average child is quite clothes-and-
fashion conscious, not only for personal appearance and satis-
faction, but with a desire also to please others, especially
those of the opposite sex.
Both boys and girls are ever mindful of their figures.
The extremely tall ones, who have grown rapidly and tower
over their school-mates, tend to stoop to the level of their
less fortunate friends, thus creating posture and organic
problems. A very short pupil is conscious of undersize and
often becomes pompous in his effort to overcome the resulting
complex.
At this period of adolescence, some pupils are too
heavy, almost obese; others are too thin—active, nervous
types extreme enough at times to be prone to suffer from
tuberculosis. The shorter ones, commonly, are too stout; and
the very tall, thin ones are inclined to be tubercular and
rather weak from the rapid growth with which muscles cannot
keep pace. We severely condemn any form of dieting at this
time of life, unless under the directions of a physician.
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Every one knows that clothes look best on a well-
!
proportioned figure. Most of the students are conscious of this
fact and struggle to attain good proportions. Most people are
now aware of color harmony and complementary colors, of which
knowledge they make reasonably good use in planning their
wardrobes. From hat through shoes, people dress in better
taste today. Girls, in particular, study suitable hair styles
and through experiment eventually achieve the style best for
them individually. In general, most teen-agers are very
style-conscious. Great strides in the improvement of per-
sonal appearance, neatness, cleanliness, and all the things
that go to make up a fine appearance, are now practiced widely
by the pupils.
Illustrations from reports :
”I am a girl of fifteen and 63^ inches in
height. By right, I should weigh 116 pounds and
I am trying to gain ten pounds, because I only
weigh 106. I drink two quarts of milk a day but
still I can*t gain. I eat more than any member
of my family, including my father. Does eating
between meals have anything to do with it? Are
there any certain foods which would bring up my
weight?”
”The only thing bothering me is the question:
Why my face has to go so thin for the past two
years? It used to be so nice and full and much
better looking. My health as far as I know is in
excellent condition."
"I have a problem of being too short for my
age. It makes it hard to appear sporty. It is
hard to get clothes to fit just right."
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”Should a girl of fourteen wear any kind of
makeup? How should a girl with a round face wear
her hair? Should a girl of fourteen try to reduce?"
"Mixing v/ith people is what bothers me. Many
a time I go places (parties) with my parents where
there is a young group, but I don’t mix with them
and I don’t know why. Is it my personality? Can
it be my looks? Don’t I wear the right clothes?
I wish that I could find out why I do not mix
in with people.
"I think that in a health class we should
learn how to keep our hair healthy and different
ways of styling hair. We should also be taught
how to apply makeup and what colors we should
wear."
"In health, I would like to talk about fashions
and what kind of clothes to wear. Fashion is a
subject that is very interesting. I would like to
have a library with all kinds of fashion books.
This is the subject I would like to learn most
about."
The replies to the personal appearance problems are
tabulated in:
Table 6. Free-Writing—Personal Appearance Problems
Personal Appearance Grade X xl-
"
-m" ATf Grades
1. Good Grooming 5 7 7 19
2. Use of Cosmetics 6 3 19
3. Styling of Hair .... 5 8 4 17
4. Colors in Clothing.... 4 2 7
5. Fashions
_i Jt
Totals 21 28 17 66
Medical Attention Problems :—Despite the fact that large urban
school systems have departments of medical inspection, with
nurses, annual examinations, and cumulative health r ecords from
the first grade on, these examinations at best are brief and
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saperfioial. Large cities like Boston, of course, have many
free clinics also in the subnrban areas. Nevertheless, many
students have small, minor ailments which are not attended to
by the family or are not discovered in the school examination.
Many minor ailments, no doubt, never come to light throughout
the high soJaool course, unless they give trouble or develop
into major ailments.
Some girls are aware that they have something the matter
with them which they would rather discuss with the health coun-
selor than with their mother or the school doctor. Often,
these little matters are common to the age; but the child, not
knowing this, imagines them to be far worse than they really
are. Glancing at the table at the close of this section, one
sees that information is sought about such conditions as ton-
sillitis, ear discharge, rheumatic heart, and many, many minor
ailments too numerous to mention here. Each of these problems
is taken up and discussed in class, and as a result many al-
lied ailments are included and advice given on them.
The child, in many cases, is referred to the school nurse
or doctor: in others, they are advised to visit some special
clinic or their own family physician. The important thing in
discussing interest in medical attention is to give the
children a clear understanding of the differences between
major and minor ailments and the proper sources where help
may be obtained in each case.
It is important to set the minds of the pupils at ease
w\
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about natural processes occurring during adolescence, which
come to all normal persons, and which, unless unusual, re-
quire no professional help. On the other hand, they are
told of the various types of diseases, so as to recognize the
symptoms of the more common ones of childhood, with the in-
structions in case of need not to wait but to call profes-
sional help promptly.
If we accomplish nothing else than to have these younger
people reasonably well repaired of their minor ailments and
given a fair working knowledge of how to maintain reasonably
good health after graduation, we will at least have given
them a sufficient interest in their personal well-being for
their own sakes and for the sake of those with whom they come
in daily contact.
In the time allotted for this preparation and the huge
classes assigned, it is almost impossible to have personal
interviews except in extreme and unusual cases. Conditions
are far from ideal or even good. Yet, as discouraging as the
outlook seems, all is not lost when we have impressed even a
small percentage of our students. It is to be hoped that
conditions will better themselves as time goes on.
Illustrations from student reports :
One girl complains of nose-bleeding. ”The
bleeding lasts for approximately five minutes and
I would like to know what to do."
"I have headaches occasionally, occasionally
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”I would like to know what the peculiar
pains I have in the stomach are caused from.”
The replies on Medical Attention problems are tabulated
in:
Table 7* Free-Writing—Medical Attention Problems
Medical Attention Problems trade X XI xlt All Grades
1, Tonsillitis 2 0 1 !
2. Chronic Pains in Stomach. 1 0 2
3. Gland Condition 0 0 2
4. Ear Discharge 0 0 1
i
5. Rheumatic Heart 0 0 1
Totals 6 3 0 9
Home and Family Problems:—In a Boston school district
,
the
Home and Family problems exist in almost every child »s life
despite the scarcity of reports on them. The main element of
the population is foreign-born. The average family, too, is
rather large, incomes are small and inadequate to provide
more than the bare necessities of life—and then somewhat
scantily. The older children have too many home duties, many
of which keep them up late. The boys and girls are physi-
cally and mentally exhausted before they even begin to study
their homework under conditions most adverse.
No wonder that so many of the children from these homes
fall behind in their studies, become discouraged, fail, and
drop out as soon as the law permits! For such as these,
supervised after-school study would be a genuine boon; but
they are the ones who must go home, work, and help. They are
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the young "mothers” with family cares long before their day.
The very fact that they cannot give the proper time, under
favorable study conditions, to home assignments, worries them
greatly. If they did not have so many home duties, they could
go to a branch library, where the study conditions plus the
reference materials would be almost ideal.
Again, we have the child with poor home conditions, whose
parents anxiously await his sixteenth birthday so that he can
leave school and begin to help support the family. Many with
better minds are able to attain reasonable financial inde-
pendence by taking after-school positions that carry them
along throughout their course, the only home assistance being
the fact that they are not required to report for home duties.
All the children who go home to assist or to work lose
much of their normal childhood life, because they never have
time to enter extra-curricula activities such as should form
an important part of their education and training. Such
activities, indeed, have a fine recreative value, train
character, and have a "carry over" knowledge in many adult
forms of recreation.
Still other children labor under such difficulties as a
sick father or mother, separated parents, broken homes, fos-
ter homes, often living with unkind relative or older married
brothers and sisters. Any of these home conditions hamper
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Such conditions clearly accentuate the importance of
understanding and kindliness on the teacher's part. Teachers,
like nurses and other professional people, after a period of
service, too often become hardened. Such a person has ceased
to be useful because, if there are any qualities which a good
teacher should certainly possess, they are those of patience,
tolerance, kindliness, and understanding.
The school today is called upon to take over many of the
duties which formerly were learned from, and taught by the
parents in the home. It is increasingly difficult, indeed,
to secure the co-operation and to make the proper adjustments
between home and school.
The ambition expressed in one girl's report:
"I want to earn some money so I won't
have to depend on my mother for it .^
is typical of the desire in many a high-school girl's heart.
Table 8. Free-Writing—Home and Family Problems
Home and Family Problems Grade X XI XII Ail Grades
1. After-school work 1 1 4
2. Financial Independence, 0 0 1
3. Sick Father 1 0 1
Totals 3 2 1 6
Future Problems:—The paucity of reports on Future Problems
reveals a lack of serious mindedness and a trend toward less
responsibility in the modern generation. The present-day
high-school pupil, for some reason, does not seem to link up
if
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his daily life with his future. He is taking a definite
course which has a vocational value, yet he saild along bliss-
fully with little or no care as to the future.
Table IX, which follows the discussion of this problem,
shows a slightly greater interest in the future among Grade
XI pupils than among those of Grade XII, with practically
none before that. In a community such as that from which the
writer’s school draws its students, the average run of child-
ren are not too bright. Many come from homes of foreign-
born parents, as already noted, where they are brought up
with the idea that they must go to work and earn for the
family as soon as the law permits. We have, for tiiis reason,
many uninterested students who just sit and do as little as
possible, wasting both their own time and that of the
teachers until their sixteenth birthday. Most of them are
aware of the fact that, because of this lack of education,
they will have to take unskilled jobs. They are not interes-
ted in furthering their education, even though they are con-
stantly reminded that increased knowledge in skills would
move them to higher-level positions and increased earnings.
Although one period a week is presumed to be set aside
in grades seven, eight, and nine for the express purpose of
vocational guidance, the provision does not seem to have
accomplished much or penetrated their understanding. Unfor-
tunately, we have no well-organized department in this field,
of especially trained teachers. This lower-grade course is
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given by the classroom teacher, who has seldom had even one
course in the field. She merely follows a printed outline
about which she has little real knowledge.
If vocational guidance were properly administered, we
would have a far greater number of secondary school students
completing their courses and more going on to institutions of
higher learning. We cannot place the blame entirely, however,
uponi lack of vocational guidance. Many students would not
even then make use of the good counsel, because of parental
requirements.
Of those showing an interest in the future, more among
these Boston girls seem to lean toward nursing than toward
any other profession. ' Other scattered interests include:
art illustrator, child care and training, medical secretary,
and the securing of scholarships. The minds of most of them
were unable to look so far ahead as to the finish of school.
They seemed able to take only one step at a time and to live
only in the present. The future was remote, something to be
dealt with when reached—but not to be planned for too
elaborately.
The average student knows of only a few positions avail-
able to girls: that of the stenographer, the salesgirl,
the file clerk, and the factory vorker. When told that there
were over thirty thousand professions and vocations in which
women are engaged, they gasped. At this time, the teacher
should take the opportunity to mention two or three dozen
'!T. - ' •
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type s of v/ork, with the emphasis that they can always con-
tinue to improve their education and consequently their posi-
tions, if they are ambitious enough to do part-time study
while working. Many ways and places locally may be enumerated
to prove that this can be accomplished. Although ours is
a health course, we have to be vocational guides as well as
health counselors.
The few reports on Future Problems include the question,
”I would like to have more talks about the
different careers for girls, more of a guidance
than a health class.”
"The thing that is mainly troubling me is
what shall I do when I graduate?"
"I would like you to talk about our future.
Some girls have ideas in their heads on what they
are going to do when they leave school. I have
had the idea of becoming an art illustrator from
the seventh grade, and it would please me if you
would talk about our future positions and how to
go about getting these positions."
"I would like to discuss nurses* training."
Table 9. Free-Writing—Future Problems
Future Problems Grade X XI XII All Grades
1. Nursing 3 2 5
2. Art Illustrator.... 1 0 1
3. Child Care and Training. . . 0 0 1 1
4« General. 0 1 1
5. Medical Secretary.. 1 0 1
6. Scholarships 0 0 1
Totals 1 5 4 10
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APPROPRIATE CONTENT IN HEALTH EDUCATION IN
SECONDARY HIGH SCHOOL
There is a difference between
ability and strength; the former
is given by knowledge as well as
by madness or rage, but strength
comes from nature and a healthy
state of body.
Plato
A. Recommendations of Authorities
This chapter is to be devoted to a review of the recom-
mendations of such authorities on Health Education as Claire
Elsmere Turner, Dr. ?. H.
,
Jesse Fiering Williams, M. D.
,
and Leslie W. Irwin, Ph. D.
,
and to an analysis of represents
tive courses of study concerning suitable content and sub-
ject matter for a Senior High School Health Education Course.
The chapter will be divided into a comparative analysis of
objectives, administration, content and subject matter.
Below is an outline showing the objectives of the above-




1. Correction of physical defects
2. Reduction of communicable disease
3. Development of healthful school living
4. Interpretation of school health program to home,
and home and school co-operation
5. Desirable health habits
6. Development of health knowledge
7. Desirable mental attitudes toward health, health
practices, and life situations
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1. Health and procedures to promote better health
among pupils
2, Life (longer) Health (better)
via Education
Dr. Irwin .
1. Healthful living through desirable health
habits and attitudes
2. Health and physical welfare of child is of
primary importance
The preceding topics indicate and demonstrate that the
objectives of these leading authorities all follow more or
less in the same channels.
The ensuing quotation of Dr. Williams clearly states
another aim or objective.
"It is my philosophy that the purposes of life,
health, and education are one. The end and aim of ,
all are growth and the enrichment of human experience.""^
Dr. Turner’s objectives for Health Education are pre-
sented in a more detailed and more explicit manner which
would serve as a more accurate guide to the less experienced
teacher and help her to build a sound basic philosophy in
relation to her teaching field. Dr. Williams and Dr. Irwin’s
general objectives will attain the same goal.
In relation to Dr. Turner’s specific objective, topic
two, Reduction of communicable disease, the following is
Jesse Feiring Williams, M. D.
,
and Fannie B. Shaw, M.A.
,
Methods and Materials of Health Education (New York: Thomas
Nelson and Sons, l535) > P* l'^6.
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Offered as an explanation of great importance:
"Specific Infectious Diseases"
Chickenpox (Varicella)
Definition--An acute infectious disease, characterized by a
vesicular eruption.
Cause—A specific: filterable virus. The disease is usually
epidemic, sometimes sporadic and is not related to
smallpox.
Method of Infection—Usually direct contact.
Incubation Period—Fourteen to twenty-one days.
Symptoms—Invasion with slight fever, chilly sensation, some-
times vomiting and pain in back of legs. Eruption
appears always within twenty-four hours from first
symptoms.
Rash—Trunk face, or forehead than on limbs: first maculo-
papular, then in a day or two becoming vesicular and
pustular. Crusting by third or fourth day; itching
often intense. Eruption’ appears in successive crops
for two or three days, so all stages are seen at once.
Exclusion—Isolated for seven days after appearance of first
crop of vesicles and may not return to school un-
til all crusts have disappeared.
Contacts—Exclude all children over fifteen years of age un-
til the disease has been verified by a registered
physician. All others may return to school.
Readmission—By the school physician or nurse, health-officer,
or by the attending physician.
Common Cold
Definition—An acute catarrhal affection of the upper
respiratory tract.
Cause—One or more filterable viruses.
Method of Infection—Usually direct contact from droplets
which are cast into the air from the
infected person in sneezing, coughing,
or speaking; indirectly, by freshly
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soiled handkerchiefs, eating utensils,
and other articles.
Incubation Period—Twelve to forty-eight hours; possibly as
long as seventy-two hours.
Symptoms—There is usually a slight rise in temperature on
the first day with chilly sensations, general in-
disposition, and lassitude. The catarrhal condi-
tion may affect any part of the upper respiratory
tract.
Duration—Two to seven days.
Period of
Communicability—Believed to be limited to early stages
of the disease and at most not longer than
a week from start.
Complications—Colds viiich are neglected frequently prepare
the soil for more serious secondary invaders
such as streptococcic infections of ears and
sinuses, bronchitis, and pneumonia.
Exclusion—Not required by public health regulations. Ex-
clude from school during early stages.
2Readmission—By principal if absent less than five days.”
Diptheria, German Measles, Impetigo, Influenza, Measles,
Meningitis, Mumps, Pediculosis, and Whooping Cough are also
listed under the heading of "Specific Infectious Diseases.”
This aspect of the teacliing of Health Education is not empha-
sized by other consultants. Evidently the subject of commu-
nicable diseases did not present itself with sufficient impor-
tance to them. However, the writer does think it should be
touched upon briefly.
"Development of Healthful School Living” is highly
2
C. E. Turner, Dr. P. H.
,
School Health and Health Educa
tion with Special Consideration of the Teacher*s Part in the
School Health Program, C. V. Crosby Co: St. Louis, 1947.
pp. ^45-246
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recommended as one of Dr. Turner’s objectives. Tbis, too
may not be receiving sufficient emphasis from educators and
hence may be overlooked by the inexperienced. The objectives
in any health book of authority listed for the Elementary
and Junior High School, can, with slight modifications, serve
as guide posts through the Senior High School program, the
fundamental objectives and educational principles underlying
Health Education remaining the same.
Dr. Turner again in his new book summarized the aims or
objectives as follows:
”The aims should be to improve the health of
the individual, the community, and the nation
through the development of suitable habits, atti-
tudes, and knowledge.”^
Dr. Williams* general objectives can also be thought
of as changes in the behavior of children.
In order to teach the sound objectives, which have just
been discussed, and that the benefits of the school health
program will be of value to the individual throughout his
entire life, very careful planning is necessary in the ad-
ministrative personnel. From a comparative analysis of the
suggested administration of the three outstanding authori-
ties, Dr. Turner, Dr. Williams, and Dr. Irwin, the following
Plan has been organized;
3
C. E. Turner, Dr. P. H.
,
School Health and Health
Education with Special Consi deraition of the Teacher’s Psrt in
the School Healtn Program
,
C. V. Crosby Co; St. Louis, 1947»
p. 141 .
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5. Teacher trained in health sciences and
health education
Dr, Williams ,
1. Director or Supervisor of health education
2. School Physician or Psychiatrist
3. School Dentist
4. School Nurse
5. Health Teacher, Senior High School
6. Every person ccainected with the secondary
school
Dr, Irwin ,
1, Director of Health or Co-ordinator
2, Health Specialists
3. Physician or Nurse
4. Trained Health Teacher
Science or Home Economics Teacher
One of the principal responsibilities of the School
Superintendent is the school health program that must be
developed in a logical, organized, and effective way and must
be correlated with every other subject on the school program.
To analyze again more fully Dr, Turner’s personnel program,
a Health Counselor xaay be a teacher chosen from the depart-
ment of hygiene, physical education, home economics, science,
or she may be a nurse. As for desirable traits in men or
women to hold this position. Dr, Turner has selected
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Dr. Bailey's report in Health Trends in Beoondary Eduoation
,
American Child Health Assooiation
.
1927:^
"Good scientific training in personal hygiene, communi-
cable disease, and school hygiene.
Thorough mastery of modern teaching technique. This
means practice under direction.
Familiarity vdth organization, aims, and limitations of
modern high school.
Intelligent appreciation of the aims, ideals, and prac-
tices of the best type of physical training and home econo-
mics.
Training in health publicity.
Training in the care of emergencies, in simple nursing
procedures, in the detection of departure from normal health
in students and teachers; ability to interpret technical
records of advisors, teachers, and parents; ability to work
with school physicians, and others; and ability to keep and
use records intelligently.
Sound psychological training, including a knowledge of
intelligence tests and of psychiatry as applied to behavior
problems."
Today, the requirements for the certification of
teachers as a special subject in the secondary schools as
quoted by Dr. Turner from the University of the State of
New York Bulletin, March 2, 1936, Certification Bulletin,
No. 2, Certificates for Teaching Service are as follows;
^C. E. Turner, Dr. P. H. Principles of Health Education ,
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Since all departments in a school contribute something
to the Health Education program. Dr. Turner under Heading
Number 4 has suggested a Staff Committee consisting of the
principal, hygiene teacher, the physical education instruc-
tor, the home-economics teacher, the nurse, physician, a
representative from the science department, dean of girls,
and the dietitian. The work of this Committee is to consider
the hygienic arrangement of the school program, the provi-
sion of food, relaxation, and recreation, and any problem
that may arise involving health experiences.
Perhaps the most misleading practice in the use of the
term "Health Education” is to include only instructors in
health. The school physician or psychiatrist, the school
dentist and the school nurse should also be included in the
Health Education personnel. A comparison of the latter
statement with Dr. Irwin’s administrative personnel reveals
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that Dr. Irwin suggests tile same type of staff for a Healtii
Education program suitable for the Senior High School.
Again, because habits and health behavior still remain
of primary importance to the average high school student, and
since the co-operation and support of the classroom teacher
is necessarily diminished to some extent, services must be
rendered by the department of hygiene and physical education.
An analysis of Dr. Irwin reveals a very worthwhile
suggestion:
’’That the most successful program in the
senior high school results when the director of
health or a co-ordinator takes the responsibility
for co-ordinating the health teaching in the
elementary, junior, and senior high school. They
should avoid unnecessary repetition. Regardless
of the plan of education, health education should
be carefully co-ordinated.”^
And the writer would add to this above excellent sug-
gestion that this is a progressive subject, each year based
on the already acquired knowledge. This fact needs to be im-
pressed upon most educators in other fields.
These authorities realizing that problems and courses
are not the same for all communities, and recognizing the
individual differences in the senior high school youth have
suggested the following content and subject matter for a
Health Education program:
5
Leslie W. Irwin, Ph. D.
,
The Curriculum in Health and
Physical Education (St. Louis: C. V. Mosby Company, 1^44 ),
pp. 257-258.
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3. CONTENT AND SUBJECT MATTER
Dr. Turner .
) 1. The interrelationship of health subject matter
must be definitely arranged between the
teachers of different departmentalized sub-
jects.
2. Content and subject matter should be so ar-
ranged that the home and school work to-
gether with mutual understanding in the
promotion of healthful living for the child.
3. In senior high school a course for seniors who
are not going to College. Course dealing
with problems of individuals as workers,
prospective citizens, and parents.
Dr. Williams .
1.
Co-ordinated health program based mainly upon
the health subject matter from the fields
of chemistry, general science, home econo-
mics, and physical education.
Dr. Irwin .
1. The plans and methods used in senior high school
depend upon the background the pupils had in
elementary and junior high school.
2. Complete high school education arranged in
units, such as: general science, biology,
physios and social studies. Each unit in
turn to correlate with health education.
3. Fundamentals of physiology and hygiene.
4* Combination of health and safety.
The free-thinking method that the writer has developed
in Chapter II again exemplifies the importance of the recog-
nition of individual differences.
Youth differences are very clearly illustrated in the
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”Difference in intelligence and aptitude
Difference in occupational interest and outlook
Difference in availability of educational faci-
lities
Difference in opportunity resulting from dif-
ferences in social and economic status
Differences in parental attitudes and cultural
backgrounds
Differences in personal and avocational interests
Differences in mental health, emotional stability,
and physical well being.
As the individual is the object of attention by those
concerned with public health and education various courses
have been suggested to meet his needs. Dr. Turner advocates
a special course for pupils in high school who do not intend
to go to college. This course would contain subject matter
and content suitable for workers, prospective citizens and
parents. Some schools because of personality and social re-
lationship problems (teen-age period) have provided elective
courses for their girls under the supervision of a teacher
or nurse. Dr. Irwin advises a yearly course in order to com-
plete the pupil’s knowledge of health after a survey of all
health teaching has been made in order to determine the areas
of needed instruction, also in the health and physical educa-
tion course divide the work so that more than one period per
week will be devoted to health instruction.
Rational Education Association of U. S.
,
and the Ameri-
can Association of School Administrators, Educational Poli-
cies Commission, EDUCATION for ALL American Youth (1201
Sixteenth St., N. W.
,
Washington, D. C.: 1944) , p. 15 .
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Regardless of the plan used, no program ought to be
regarded as final and no unit measured by its length. The
importance lies in the content and subject matter that should
be unified, progressive, and co-ordinated and inspire the
individual with a desire for his own sake, if for no other
reason to further his reading and study upon the subject as
his life progresses. What should constitute content and sub-
ject matter in a Health Education Course? All material for
health teaching should be chosen with regard to chronological
and mental age and the needs and learning capacity of the
pupil. Plenty of flexibility should be allowed in the pro-
gram for the problems and needs of each and every individual.
As he is the object of attention by those concerned in educa-
tion a program usually based upon health subject matter from
the fields of science, biology, social studies, home econo-
mics, physical education, and experiences gained in the
elementary and junior high school has been the most popular
procedure used in most schools. Dr. Williams quotes Whitney
who has carefully studied the correlation of health with
other subjects as follows:
"In terms of subject matter immediate con-
tacts with life are represented in the educational
curriculum of those units which deal with foods,
shelter, clothing, and other materials which are
concerned with life and the natural world in
which we live, and those units which provide dir-
ect experience in terms of physical activity
(the natural sciences, social sciences, history,
geography, civics, industrial and household arts
and physical education)
.
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Literature, art and music offer opportunities
for increasing appreciation of fine wholesome
living*
Those subjects offering techniques of expres-
sion such as languages, dramatics and fine arts,
and music furnish opportunities for correlations
when there is need for such expression of health
ideas*
Since the fundamental knowledge needed for
rationalization of the principles of healthful
living lies in the sciences, sound correlated
teaching in both natural and social sciences is
of particular importance.”'
In the study of physiology listed by Dr* Irwin under
topic number three, emphasis should be lifted from the study
of pure physiology to the problems of living* The writer
feels strongly that this all important subject of health and
safety like most other subjects is not sufficiently linked
up with daily living in life and so impressed upon the stu-
dent. Very few secondary school students see the connection
between their various subjects and their future life except
possibly in the distinctly vocational fields*
In all schools, also, there is a definite need for a
safety program because safety is a very important health
problem* The methods as well as the subject matter in a
safety education program for the secondary school should be
so arranged as to command a great amount of interest*
7Jesse Feiring Williams, M* D., and Fannie B. Shaw, M*A.
,
Methods and Materials of Health Education (New York; Thomas
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Dr, Irwin suggests the following:
"1. Organizing safety as a separate subject
2. Teaching safety as units included in other
subjects
3 . Teaching safety through the home room organi-
zations
4. Arranging a safety education program around
pupil organizations and special projects
5 . Correlating and integrating safety with many
other subjects and activities.’*®
In the Boston schools Safety Education is under the
direction of the Director of Health Education. A fairly
elaborate program is carried out from the first grade through
the twelfth grade. Teachers are supplied with special season-
al bulletins for their own use, some distributed to pupils,
posters, etc., calling attention not only to general safety
in all respects but issuing special cautions during bicycle
season, skating and coasting time, warnings about hanging on
trucks and street cars, crossing the street, chasing balls
into the street, playing in the proper places, swimming and
sun bathing. Besides, a weekly fifteen-minute program on the
radio cautions parents and the general public about safety
matters. The schedule of these programs is posted in all
rooms of all classes and both the children and their parents
are urged to listen. These talks are given by various
teachers in the various grades on special, previously as-
signed topics so that in a year a good safety program has
8
Leslie W. Irwin, Ph. D.
,
The Curriculum in Health and
Physical Education
,
(St. Louis: C. V. Mosby Company, 1944),
p. 289.
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been delivered to the public. Many of the grade schools
have organized safety squads who act as traffic officers
during recess and at dismissal time. These specially trained
older pupils actually assist the traffic officer when school
is being dismissed.
Like guidance, safety education is given a definite time
in the program in the lower grades each week, each year, and,
of course, is mentioned upon numerous occasions as the sub-
ject at hand may lend itself to discuss some phase of safety.
All teachers receive bulletins from time to time from the
Superintendent's office especially prepared by the Director
of Education, urging special precautions about special hazards
at particular times. All classes from the kindergarden
through Teachers College participate in monthly fire drills.
On the whole, Boston is doing a reasonably good job in
safety training.
B. Analysis of Representative Courses
of Study in Senior High Schools
1. Boston Public Schools
1. Objective—Health of Child
2. Administration
a. Health Teacher




( 3 ) Physical Education
c. Co-operation between health specialists and
school personnel
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3. Subject Matter in Units—Arranged by Grade Level
a. Grade 10


















(1) Disease, Infection and
Immunity
14 lessons





Successful Living Through Control of the Human
Body and Development of the Personality
(1) Control Mechanism of the 8 lessons
Body
(2) Personality and Successful 12 lessons
Living Q
(3) General Problems 10 lessons^
The foregoing is a general outline of the Health Educa-
tion Program in the Boston Senior High Schools. Under nutri-
tion, for example, such questions are asked and discussed as:
Why is the study of nutrition essential? Why does the body
need food? What are the nutrients required by the body and
what are their functions? Also sources, food values,
measurement of values, factors regarding influence of weight.
9
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Health Education.
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allergies, food fads and superstitions would also be taken
into consideration. Then, for example, digestion is taken up
in detail such as: Where does digestion take place? Also,
juices and glands that complete the process are discussed;
functions of the various digestive organs and the intestines,
diseases of the system and suggestions as to how to keep it
in good working order.
Absorption follows with a discussion of the substances
actually absorbed, where this takes place and what structures
are engaged in the specific function of absorbing the digested
food.
Under circulation a very complete study is made of the
system including the structure and functions of the heart,
main arteries, veins and capillaries, the chemical composition
of the blood right down to the matter as to how the individual
cells of the body get their supplies.
Under respiration various parts of the system and their
functions are discussed in great detail.
Excretion and elimination of wastes are considered through
their various organs and their functions with great emphasis
on the importance of this system in relation to general
health.
Under the final heading in grade ten, skeleton and mus-
cular systems, the framework of the body and its makeup, and
the muscular covering with its many functions are considered
quite thoroughly. This gives a very good grounding for the
«ne2is;f 9cf cr.Iii bluow aaoid’jtJeie-TU2 baa abal bool ^eeisislls
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subjects discussed the following year.
In grade eleven we discuss: What is disease? What is
an infectious disease? Who are some of the great pioneer
names connected with this subject? What are bacteria? Avery
complete study is made of their size, shape, formation, condi-
tions of growth, identification, toxins, and common diseases
produced by them. Then such subjects as the relation of
viruses to disease, relation of one-celled animals to disease
and of fungi to disease, insects to disease and relation of
immunity to disease are given their due share of time and
discussion.
Following this begins the study of relation of sanitation
to the promotion of public health. This includes such sub-
jects as safe and adequate water supply, pollution, purifi-
cation of water, sewage disposal, sources of supply, disposal
of human waste, safe and adequate food and milk supply, re-
frigeration, persons handling foods, rodents, clean environ-
ment and working conditions, good laws and regulations con-
cerning these matters, housing, city planning, safeguarding
life through the promotion of industrial sanitation, preven-
tion and control of communicable diseases, venereal diseases
and public services available.
"Safe Living" already has been described in Chapter III,
pp. 54-55.
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For grade twelve under "Control Mechanism of the Body"
the various nervous systems, the brain and spinal cord are
discussed in detail. This is followed by a very complete
instruction and discussion of the special sense organs. Then
the various glands, their location, function, and regulation
of the body are gone into most thoroughly. The last heading
includes the effects of alcohol, tobacco, and other narcotics
upon the nervous system.
Under the second topic in grade twelve, "Personality and
Successful Living" a large group of subjects such as;
aspects, factors influencing personality; personal appearance,
posture, clothing, skin, voice, home and family relationships,
community relationships, heredity, intelligence, emotional
control, physical traits and characteristics, effective use
of leisure time, securing and holding a job, social conduct,
mental health problems, importance of developing a guiding
philosophy of life and many other subjects too long to list
are brought before the students.
Under "General Problems" such matters as; the importance
of periodic health examinations, health services and agencies,
health for living as a civic responsibility, learning to
live with others, facing life’s realities, choosing good com-
panions, accident prevention, improving personality and many
other topics are discussed. This is the section where
free-writing comes in most logically.
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As a closing summary to the entire course of the Boston
Public Schools we give the general aims and attitudes as
desirable outcomes of health instruction and experience.
2. New York State
' 1. Objectives
a. Listed under each unit of work
b. In general, improved health practices and
health status of high school youth
2. Administration
a. Health Co-ordinator or Health Teacher
b. Duties other than teaching
(1) Investigating and advising concerning school
lunches
(2) Studying health and illness records and using
these records in guiding individual pupils
(3) Bring together all school personnel from
principal to the school custodian, the
parents, health agencies in community, as
well as pupils themselves
3. Subject Matter
Units of work including appropriate number of periods
for units
a. Your personal inventory
(1) Health Status
(2) Personal appearance
b. Your personal health
(1) Foods and nutrition
(2) Training through motor activities
(3) Rest and recreation
(4) Dental health
(5) Special senses
(6) Alcohol, tobacco, narcotic drugs
(7) Mental health
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c. Health in your school, home and community
(1) Healthful school environment
(a) Lighting, heating and ventilation
(2) Health in the home, care of the sick
(3) Health protection in the community
(4) Disease prevention and control
4. Safety and First Aid in your school, home and coxomunity
a. Safety
b. First Aid
Preceding is the general outline of the New York State
Syllabus on Health Education. The reader will note that the
aims and objectives are much the same as those of the Boston
Public Schools. The New York syllabus is very well presented
by many outstanding authorities and in certain parts here
and there is superior to the Boston outline, although the
final outcomes are essentially the same. One commendable
feature of this outline is the fact that the various units
were written by well-known specialists in their particular
field, which, of course, is a very desirable way of presenting
authentic information.
3. United States Office of Education,
Committee on Health Education
1. Objective—Physical fitness through health education
2. Administration
10
Health Teaching Syllabus for the Junior and Senior High
SchoolJ Health Education Series
,
Bulletin No. 3. {Albany:
The University of the State of New York Press, 1944)
»
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b. Providing time and opportunity
c. Finding health needs and problems and providing
follow-up procedures
d. Providing a school environment conducive to health
e. Training of personnel
f« Community relations
3. Content and subject matter
a. Correction of physical impairment
(1) Better teeth
(2) Better eyes
b. Prevention and control of disease




(5) General measures for the prevention and control
of communicable diseases
c. Better nutrition
(1) Improvement in national status
(2) Food conservation
(3) Wartime nutrition program
d. Prevention of accidents and emergency care
(1) Motor vehicle accidents
(2) Safety in school
(3) Industrial and farm safety
(4) Emergency care
e. Daily program planning for balanced living
(1) Efficient use of time
(2) Exercise wisely selected
(3) Recreation
(4) Rest, sleep, and relaxation
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f* Developing sound mental attitudes
(1) Facing facts
(2) Finding one*s place
(3) Meeting wartime situations
(4) Meeting frustration and grief
(5) Growing up quickly
The United States Manual on Physical Fitness through
Health Education was the direct result of the thousands of
rejected candidates of the armed forces for World V/ar II. As
stated previously, the many defects which could have been
corrected had proper facilities and medical inspection been
available forced the government to realize that a very defi-
nite program must be begun at once all over the country.
Therefore, this outline is more all-inclusive than either of
the previous local outlines because it had to cover all sorts
and kinds of conditions throughout our great land. This
general guide served as a working outline for communities
which had no health program and each section had to pick out
and use those parts which were more practical for that parti-
cular community. After all, only the major cities and pos-
sibly some towns or groups of smaller communities had any
program at all.
To large sections of the country this outline was the
National Education Association of the U. S.
,
Report of
the Joint Committee on Health Problems in Education of the
National Education Association and the American Medica l As-
sociation with tne Co-Operation of Advisory Committee
,
{Washington, D. C.: Second Revision, 1941).
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first inkling of any such program which they had ever seen
and to this very day, no doubt, many communities have not
yet been able to put into effect any program at all. The
entire program as presented in the United States Manual
would not be applicable to all communities alike. In its
aims and objectives it runs along fairly parallel with the
preceding two local outlines thus showing that any good pro-
gram of Physical Fitness and Health must necessarily fol-
low along similar lines, merely making changes to fit local
conditions. All these outlines have been developed through
years of experience by experts in the various special fields
and are the result of their combined efforts.
-?.d-
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A perfect body makes a
chariot in which a heroic
soul may well be proud
to r ide.
Bfeecher
From this condensed study of present conditions in the
field of Health Education in our schools, the methods of re-
search in the field by the city, state, and national workers,
and, specifically, the methods now pursued in the field of
Health Education in the schools of Boston, certain suggestions
become obvious, and certain specific recommendations
essential.
The recommendations and suggestions of the writer are
as follows:
1. Insufficient early guidance counseling accounts for
innumerable errors in courses, which frequently have a damag-
ing effect on the child's whole future because he was not
corrected in time.
2. Much more attention to all physical defects which
should be definitely followed up until corrected so that
when the average child graduates from grade twelve he is in
better than average physical condition.
3. More free-ar-low-cost community facilities for
remedial work.
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4. More co-operation between school departments
—
teacher, counselor, nurse, for the individual child, and not
in large groups as they are handled at present.
5. In planning a re-organization course in Health
Education in the senior high school the writer assumes that
the pupils reach the institution with some theoretical back-
ground leading up to this study. It must be presumed that
they have a fundamental knowledge of the basic science and
an overall picture of the structure and workings of the human
body. To this end, a brief outline of such pre-secondary
courses is suggested which should be presented in logical
order. The writer assumes that all such topics will naturally
be taught by highly specialized personnel in each field.
6. For the course to have any value at all the student
should be provided with a non-technical
,
concise, profusely
illustrated handbook covering the entire subject. The instruc-
tor needs charts, mannequins and other teaching materials.
In addition to all this, the class should not be over thirty
or thirty-five in number and should always meet in a special
room provided with these special teaching materials or
semi-laboratory.
7* As stated earlier, instructors in this field of
work should be trained specialists. The average forty-five
minute period once a week throughout the year should be a
satisfactory time allotment. The school library should have
a ’’Health Section” supplied with up-to-date literature
-va-
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bearing on the subject, to which pupils should be frequently
referred and assigned. They should be encouraged to bring in
pertinent literature and clippings which they may find else-
wher e
•
8. Added to all the above, one of the most valuable
teaching tools is the motion picture or visual education as
it is known today. There are many fine modern standard films
obtainable covering nearly all phases of this field. Noth-
ing impresses a student more than to see facts presented in
this form.
9. From time to time it is desirable to invite a special-
ist in certain parts of the course to give a visiting lecture
or present a film. Sometimes the local school nurse or doc-
tor, other doctors in the coxamunity, or some well-known per-
son from some big hospital or local college may be asked to
treat a particular subject. This stimulates interest and of-
fers a grand opportunity for discussion.
10. Occasional field trips to special clinics, health
units connected with the particular subject at hand are very
desirable and in a metropolitan area can usually be arranged.
11. Throughout the pre-secondary school and high school
course humaneness should be emphasized. It is a well-known
fact that children trained to be humane make much finer
citizens. By nature, children are cruel without realizing
it or meaning to be.
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By this study of Health Education in the Boston schools,
the writer has shown the need and the importance of the sub-
ject in today* s troubled world. Furthermore, the values
accruing to the student from such studied have been re-
vealed in recreation, bodily and mental health, training in
"wise use of leisure hours", and the important subject of
human relations.
The adolescent age, because it is a difficult period
of adjustment, often creates confusion of mind. There is
so much to be learned and sorted that a child frequently
finds himself at a loss as to how to proceed with indivi-
dual health problems. As stated in another section, they
sometimes have no member of the family, close relative or
friend to whom they may go for help. Therefore, they are
very much in need of the school health counseling. This is
also true of students vho come from homes where there may
be willing help, but where a lack of educational background
prevents it. It is by means of the free-writing technique
which the writer strongly recommends that we are best able
to learn of these conditions from the child.
Briefly, to explain free-wrriting
,
the following
procedure is used. Students are asked to state their prob-
lem or problems on a sheet of paper which has no name or
identification. The paper is then folded and collected and
handed to the teacher. The teacher usually goes over these
-?e-
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after class, if time permits, and sorts and groups them into
like or similar problems and then at the next class hour
reads and discusses the various problems which are general
and might benefit all by such review. For those which re-
quire special and specific personal attention, the teacher
touches on the subject in a vague way and says, "She recom-
mends that the individual with that particular difficulty
make an appointment to discuss it with her in private at a
future date.” This usually brings the individual to the
teacher and at the same time does not embarrass her by iden-
tification of her in class. In this way the writer has
found that the students express themselves much more freely
and openly than they otherwise would. Therefore, again, in
conclusion the writer strongly recommends free-writing
techniques from time to time. Experience has proved that a
vast amount of discussion material covering praatically all
phases of health education is provided for classroom material
and this, of course, is far more interesting, being the
actual problems and cases vhich they themselves are interes-
ted in and wish discussed. Most of the material falls into
some branch of the formal outline and the teacher then links
it up with that particular part of the field and gives them
assigned reading to cover that portion which links up the
course much more strongly with actual living conditions.
The need for instruction in social and sox hygiene.
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presents an important, difficult and delicate problem. The
following quotations show the need for this instruction:
"Among the problems frequently encountered by
counselors and teachers are those growing out of the
relations between boys and girls—their friendships
and social activities, their loves and disap-
pointments, their courtships and plans for mar-
riage. More than once a boy or girl would say,
’I wish there were some course in school where we
could get help on these questions. We study about
our relations with our parents in our present
families, and about the families we’re going to
have by and by. Why can’t we study about sex,
and love, and marriage, the same as we study any-
thing else? There’s nothing more important to
boys and girls of our age, and for most of us
there isn’t any place we can go for help.”’
"Parental demand for sex education of their
children is growing in many parts of the country.
A recent questionnaire to Los Angeles parents re-
vealed that more than 97% wanted this instruction
given in high schools; 95% in junior high schools;
and 75% in the elementary grades."
Throughout the nation there are many indications of an
awareness of this gap in the Health Education of our young.
"Again, the alarming growth of divorce, broken
homes, juvenile delinquency, venereal disease,
promiscuity in teen-agers, and prostitution is sti-
mulating an insistent desire for integrated teach-
ing of sex and family life education in every
school. "2
National Education Association of the U. S.
,
and the
American Association of School Administrators, Educational
Policies Commission, EDUCATION for ALL American Youth (1201
Sixteenth St., N. W.
,
Washington, D. C.: 1944) , p. 15
•
2
C. E. Turner, Dr. P. H.
,
School Health and Health
Education with Special Consideration of the Teacher’s Part
in the School Health Program, (St. Louis: C. V. Mosby,
1947), p. 382.
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The writer fully concurs with the fact that there is a
definite place in the secondary school Health Education Prog-
ram for this subject! BUT—the great question is, Who shall
teach it? The writer feels strongly that the teacher should
be a married, professional person, of good standing in the
community such as a physician, nurse, or well-known social
worker with experience in the field so that the student
realizes they are getting information from one "Who knows
whereof he speaks."
It seems to the writer that representatives from all
sections of the country should meet at least annually under
the direction of the United States Department of Health
Education for the purpose of co-ordinating and unifying the
courses in Health Education for the secondary school level.
These meetings should keep the course reasonably up-to-date,
throwing out obsolete material and adding the new, which, in
this changing age of advanced science and new discoveries
requires constant re-organizing.
-'V-
B ai oieriJ eiuonoo
-yoi‘X aol^Bciffca xi^lBsH Xccxloa xiBfenooaa aX ooulq eihilt^b
liSilB oxlr ,ai aolieeiip 3aei^ axi^—TUQ !^o©t,dxia alxlv ao*!!: cibi
f)Iaoila loriosocJ add iaii^ aXa©! ©dT doaei
9d^ al boo^ lo ,aoa‘ieq' lenoleau'io'iq .Sel'iiain a e<S
Xalooo itrfoaji-XXat; to «G8Taa taeXoiEXdq a es doaa \dXaammoo
daadada ©dj os dXel*! and ai QoaelTa<x_:i> IctZ,/ TodTO./
ewofd oxiw'* ©ao p*ot1: aol^amTo till asslXaaT
”.adj9<i3 ad 'toaTadw
IXa rcoTl: aavIdadnasaTqoT ^ada ladliw odd od aiaoee dl
T95na TcXXBijaaK daaai ds doom JbXaoda ^Tdaaoo odd lo aaoldcoa
ddifioH to dflomdTBqaG eadfiJ6 bedhiU add to aoXdooTib od*d
edd salvtxiia Ma aaldsaXMc-oo to i-eoqjujq sdd TOt noidaoaba;
. lovei loodos "4Tsbnoo83 add toI notdaoabS ddlasil al gostjjoo
,oaab‘'Od*-qjj \Ldanoaaez oaTooo odd qse^ bXaode eaaideem eaodT
ai tdolfiv *iA*3a add gaibbe bxiB laiTsdaa edoXoado dao sniwoirid




GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Nature Mas done her part,
Do thou but thine.
Milton
Today, thousands more graduate from high school than
ever before and correspondingly, through government aid,
hundreds more are receiving education beyond the secondary
school level. However, this will within time drop off to a
normal level and we will find that the large strata of the
population will not receive formal training beyond the
secondary school age.
This thrusts a greater responsibility upon the secondary
school to prepare the student for healthful living. Too
much emphasis has been placed in recent years upon the voca-
tional end of education to the practical exclusion of this
vital field of health. What good is good training and skill
in a given field of vocation if the individual does not know
how to maintain reasonably good health? It should be empha-
sized over and over again throughout the student's high school
life that it is everyone's obligation and business to maintain
good health. Good health not only for the individual's sake
is desirable and necessary, but it is a definite obligation
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The average individual comes into the world with a
reasonably good physique. Most of the ills are acquired after
birth through lack of information and proper facilities. If
each succeeding generation can be impressed with the fact that
maintaining good health is the most necessary objective of
life beyond all other considerations we then would gradually
have not only a healthier world but a far happier one. It
follows as night the day that when one feels well there is
an impetus and stimulation to accomplish good things and big
things. Much of life’s unhappiness comes from people who are
frustrated, unhappy, ill, and have a twisted point of view
because of these ills. With good health more general, people
would have a different mental outlook on life; they could
participate in more activities and would become tolerant and
better neighbors. It is a cycle which makes for the general
improvement and good of the world. When one is in good
health he has loftier and finer thoughts than people who
are ill, poor, and live under adverse conditions.
There can be no argument that training to maintain good
health is a very necessary world problem, and the sooner it is
well done and established in a great country like ours,
which should be the leader for good in this world, the quicker
and better off the whole universe will be.
The writer feels it is extremely important to present
this field of work attractively and with great emphasis on
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its importance in teacher-training schools. After all, a
subject is taught only as well as the one giving it has the
proper attitude towards it. Teacher trainees should under-
stand that all teachers are health teachers just as much
as all teachers are instructors in English. Most teachers
realize that it is their job to correct faulty English re-
gardless of their particular major subject; so too, they
should be made to realize that constant attention to posture,
both sitting and standing, eyesight, hearing, suitable and
proxer dress, excessive absence, lack of attention and other
general symptoms of poor health habits is just as much their
business to call attention to, and correct as is the Eng-
lish. Therefore, the writer suggests that improved re-
quired courses in Health Education be given all teachers with
a major for those who intend to specifically teach in the
field.
Let us hope that the day is not too far distant when
the general good health of all will be a leading subject in
all education e veryv/here on this universe.
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